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The development of statistical computing at Rothamsted

J. C. GOWER

Abstrac't
An account is given of the development of statistical computing at
Rothamsted. It is concerned mainly with the period from 1954, when the-firt
electronic computer was delivered, until the present. Initially many
specialized programs were written but it was soon realized that, for effrciency,
general-purpose programs each unilying many statistical techniques weie
required. The development of these programs was gtadual and required
corresponding developments in statistical theory. Now the bulk of statistical
work, not only for Rothamsted but also for the AFRS as a whole, iscovered by
a few programs, notably Genstat which has an intemational market. Furthei
developments of these programs are required to make them more accessible to
scientists not well-versed in statistics and to take advantage of technological
advances.

Introduction
Applied statistics involves extensive calculation which always seems to have been limited by
the computational facilities available; theoretical advances in statistics often stem from
observations made during the course of calculation. Thus statisticians have long had a deep
involvement u,ith computing and nowadays computers may be regarded as theii laboratory
instruments. Around the tum ofthe centurythe Biometric school,issociated with the namei
of Karl Pearson, Galton and Weldon, relied heavily on Brunsviga calculators with which
were computed theistonishingly extensive Biometrika Tables for Statisticians; Brunsvigas
were still in use at Rothamsted well into the 1960s. A letter from Student (W. S. Gosset,
whose employer, Guinness, required a pseudonlm) dated September 1919, in reply to one
from.R. A. Fisher on his appointment to Rothamsted, advises on suitable ciliulating
machines, mentioning the Triumphator (an improved Brunsviga), the Miltionaire (a;
improvedTait) and the Burroughs adderon which Student comments,unless you,ve a horrid
lot of tots to do I fancy that is rather expensive'. Fisher did not buy the Triuniphator but he
early bought a Millionaire for the Statistics Depanment at a cost said to eiceed f200, a
considerable investment at the time, but commensurate with the importance of statistical
calculation. Yates bought two more in 1939 and was still using one in 1980.

At Rothamsted, the 1920s and 1930ssaw arapid development in experimentat designs and
associated methods for their analysis. During this period an increasing number ofixperi-
ments was analysed (115 in 1934 rising ro 437 in 1951). Also in the period, the first edition of
Statistical tables for biological, agricuhural and medical research (Fisher and yates, 1938)
was published with the work shared between the Galton Laboratory and Rothamsted.
Under Frank Yates, the 1930s saw the beginning of the use of sample surveys in agriculture
whose analysis by the post-war years had become a substantial departmental commitment.
The results were put on to punched cards and analysed externally at a Hollerith Bureau
(Hollerith being pan of the British Tabulating Machine Company, a British counterpart of
IBM). In the 1948 Annual Report we find the starement:

'During the year the department has had the use of a sorter-counter and arrangements
have been completed for the installation ofa rolling total tabulator and rhe replacement of
the soner-counter by a sorter'.

This equipment was delivered in June 1949 when it was found that

'having a machine on the spot under the direct control ofthe research workers has resulted
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in a far more enterprising and flexible approach to punch-card work than was the case
when all the tabulation had to be carried out at a separate bureau'.

This claim was indeed borne out when in 1950 work was reported using this equipment (by
then stightly modified) for the analysis of surveys. the analysis of replicated experiments,
multivariate analysis and distributional problems. The equipment had been designed for
accounting work and considerable ingenuity had clearly been exercised to cope with this
range ofstatistical problems, many ofwhich involved multiplication, not a built-in facility of
punched-card tabulators. As was to be expected, the availability of the equipment was a
stimulus to the development of statistical methodology in previously neglected fields. The
equipment was already becoming overloaded and by 1951 a reproducer-summary punch had
also been acquired that allowed more flexibility by providing simple facilities analagous to
the storing on file of intermediate results. Nevenheless by 1952 the timitations were being
felt-'One stumbling-block is the very hearry computing involved-punched card machines
are yaluable in this field, but are by no means a satisfactory solution to the problem'.

It is not surprising therefore to find in 1953 that Healy and Rees attended a programming
course for electronic machines held at the Mathematical Laboratory at Cambridge, where
there happened to be a protot)?€ computer, the Elliott-NRDC 401, which in 1954, on the
advice of a Visiting Group, was moved to the Statistics Department at Rothamsted. This
anicle is mainly concemed with subsequent developments.

The first computer

The national picture in computing in 1954 was that important prototype computers were
working in research laboratories at Cambridge University (EDSAC), the National Physical
Laboratory (Pilot ACE) and at Manchester University. These machines had been running
for several years and in spite of Professor Hartree's optimistic statement that two EDSACs
would satisfy all the nation's scientific computing requirements for the foreseeable future,
the fiISt generation of commercially produced machines was just coming on to the market.
The Elliott-NRDC401 was itselfthe prototype fora moderately successful range ofcommer-
cial machines. It was the first computer to be associated primarily with agricultural r€search
and with statistics (formalty 507o of its time was available to NRDC, but little, ifany, of this
was taken up). Isolated statistical computer programs had been written elsewhere but
usually in universities and for particular research projects. Although such uses ofcomputers
were of interest the Statistics Department was also faced with the problem of how best to
cope with a large and increasing amount of statistical computation of a more routine nature.

The limitations of the early computers are perhaps not familiar to the younger generation.
All differed, but the 401 was in many ways typical. It could support only one user at a time, it
had no compilers so that all programming was in machine code, it was supplied with no
software, it had a tiny 'fast access' store (five words), backing store was switched by electro-
mechanical relays, input was through a very slow and unreliable paper-tape reader, output
was on to an electric typewriter. Instructions and data held on a rotating disc could be read
only when they passed the reading-heads and efficient programs therefore required 'optimal
programming' to ensure that the successive instructions passed the reading-heads just at the
right moment, otherwise the disc would have to waste a rotation, or pan of one. Because
there was a single user, often the programmer himself, programs could be partially con-
trolled ftom the hand-switches on the computer console. This allowed programs to be
stopped and staned or, as an aid to finding faults, instructions could be obeyed step-by-step
(a device now commonly available in a somewhat more sophisticated form in present-day
operating systems), or convergence of an algorithm could be identified by visual inspection
of oscilloscope monirors and the hand-switches used to change the course of a program or
initiate output.
1))
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The machine had a 32-bit word length, five fast registers (two of which formed a double-
length accumulator), seven 'immediate' access tracks, each of 128 words, and 16 funher 128-
word tracks, any one of which could be selected by a relay. This gave a total store of 2944
words plus five fast registers, but 128 of these were reseryed for the initial orders which
allowed programs and integen to be read and integer results to be printedi it also contained a
division subroutine. These initial orders were originally written in Cambridge but after
arrival at Rothamsted, they were substantially improved by D. H. Rees. They certainly
needed improvement, for the original integer input required numbers to be written back-
wards and the division subroutine gave the wrong answers. In 1957 Rees added three further
fast registers and in 1961, eight further relay-selected tracks. For further information see
Healy (195?) and Yates and Rees (1958).

All this was very primitive, and tiny, compared to the capacity and reliabitity of a cheap
modern microcomputer, but it was a major advance on the existing punched<ard equipment
because it allowed flexible programs to be written for a wide variety of statistical computa-
tions. As well as essential subroutines for basic mathematical operations (divide, square-
root, log, decimal reading, floating point operations etc.) the first year saw the beginnings of
the development of a library of programs for standard analyses. Already a program for
analysing randomized block experiments was in use (Healy) and work had started on
programs for factorial experiments and Latin squares. The possibility of using the ,101 for
survey analysis was also being considered, but the lack ofa card-readerwasa majorobstacle.
Several research investigations were in progress including what must have been one of the
first uses ofcanonical variate analysis. This multivariate technique, thoroughly understood
since before the war, involves invenes andeigenvectors ofmatrices, barely possible by hand
but now feasible. The problem under investigation was to try to discriminate between men
and great apes by using teeth measurements, in the hope of throwing some light on the
nature of australopithecine fossils. Yates sums up the first nine months experience with the
401 and gives what tumed out to be a remarkably accurate forecast of the future, as follows:

'Having an electronic machine on the spot has made all the difference to developing its
applications to research statistical problems. In this respect our experience is exactly
parallel with our experience with Hollerith equipment, where we found that itwas only by
having equipment on the spot, so that research workers could themselves use it, test out
different methods and examine the results as they were obtained, that we could exploit its
full potentialities.

The introduction of electronic methods of computation will make available for regular
use statistical methods which at present are scarcely used because ofthe heavy numerical
work involved. This in turn is likely to lead to major developments in method. It will also
facilitate and speed up the routine analyses which are at present done on desk machines,
but which are of a suffrciently standard t)?e to be programmed electronically, and enable
a muchmore thorough preliminary examination ofthe data tobe made (to check for gross
errors, inconsistencies, etc.) than is at present customary or possible.'

A detailed account of work done on the 401 over its nine years of life cannot be given here.
Apart from the basic support software developed, and research projects that directly
generated about 60 scientific papers, programs for general purpose analysis were being
developed apace. These programs may be grouped into six main areas:

l. Analysis of designed experiments
2. Analysis of surveys
3. Curve and distribution fitting
4. Assay
5. Multivariate analysis
6. Multiple regression
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The development was much the same in all areas. An initial series of programs for very
restricted purposes was produced, whichwere later improved andcombined and bythe early
1960s these were leading to the development of a few more general programs each of which
could cope with a range of statistical computations. The remainder of this section describes
this developmental sequence for the headings given above.

Atralysis ofexpcrimeots. A randomized block program was written in 1954 and one for the
3r single replicate design in 1955. By 1955 it was already clear that all programs for analysing
experiments should adopt the same conventions for presenting the data and forderiving new
variates needed for analysis. Thus in 1955 a program named GIED (General Input for
Experimental Designs) waswritten and thereafter this was appendedto all new programs for
the analysis of experiments. Also in 1955, a I-atin squares program was written, an improved
version of which was made available in January 1956, followed by an improved randomized
block program in February (Healy). The analysis of sptit-plot experiments waited until
October 1956 followed in November by a program for the 2" series of designs (Yates). This
program was a breakthrough, as it could analyse experiments with confounding, partial
confounding, fractional replication and even those laid out in 8x8 quasi Latin square form.
The methods of analysis differed in many ways from those used on hand calculators, working
in terms of deviations from block means, using efficiency factors to adjust for unequal
information and using pseudo-yields to check the pattem of confounding. The analysis
depended critically on the careful distinction between treatment factors and local controls,
such as blocks, rows and columns, thus anticipating later developments to be described
below.

All of these programs permitted covariance analysis and handled missing plots using a

simple but effective algorithm developed by Healy and Westmacott (1957). A turther
feature was that, as well as the basic tables of estimates of treatment effects, with their
standard deviations and associated analyses of variance, tables of residuals too were given.
For the first time, these allowed certain checks to be done, for an exceptionally large residual
or systematic pattern of residuals draws attention to what might be errors in the data or
unusual field patterns-both of which require further investigation. A fuller account of this
work is given by Yates, Healy and Lipton (1957).

Meanwhile GIED had been improved to extend its facilities and to make it what would
now be termed 'user-friendly' and it appeared in its Mark 3 version in February 1961. Other
programs were written, notably the Multiple Orthogonal Classifications program (Gower in
1958) that covered many of the more simple factorial designs and, in 1962, the first attempt at
a General Experiments Program (Yates, Gower and Simpson, 1963), briefly described at the
end of the next section.

The effect of these programs on routine analysis is shown in Fig. 1, where the number of
experiments (variates) analysed rose from419(834) in 1955 to 3383(18 054) in 1964. Not only
were more experiments analysed, many from NAAS (he forerunner of ADAS) and the
National Institute of Agricultural Botany, but there was also an increase from an average of
about two variates per experiment to over five variates per experiment.

Andysis of surveys. The development for surveys is similar bul differs because survey
designs are less standardized than those for experiments. Itwas not until the end of 1956that
a primirive card reader became available. By July 1957 one of our regular surveys, the
Survey of Fertilizer Practice (SFP) was being analysed on the ,101 (Simpson). The story then
goes-October 1957 (Amendments), April 1958 (Analysis), December 1958 (Modifica-
tions), March 1959 (Fertilizer Alalysis), July 1959 (Fertilizer Rates), December 1960
(Fertilizer Analysis, No. 2). The suney then biennial (now annual) had an altogether
smootherride for the SFP analysis of l95Hctober 1959 (Initial Analysis), Dectmber 1959
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(Crop Analysis), January 1960 (Fertilizer Analysis). Clearly a lot had been learned, and a
survey of the incidence of cattle disease was quickly analysed. By 1958 we have the first
attempt at a more general survey program, one for Stratified Random Sampling. (Simpson)

Further surveys continued to be analys€d. In 1959 Frank Yates was revising his book,
Sampling methods for censuses and sumeys, for its third edition during the course ofwhich he
wrote a new chapter on the use of electronic computers for survey work, which described a
general system for the specification of survey analyses. He then thought that the 401was too
timited for what was required but this proved a somewhat gloomy view and by 1960 the
General Survey Program (GSP) was written, which in a revised form, and now termed the
Rothamsted General Survey Program (RGSP), continues to provide analyses for all our
surveys. This work is described by Simpson (1961) and Yates and Simpson (1960, 1961).
GSP (and RGSP) works in two parts: the first part reads in the sample data unit-by-unit,
allowing for almost any generality of design, checks th€ data, stores them on file and forms
basic multiway tables; the second part is essentially a table manipulation language operating
on the tables produced by the frrst pan.

In late 1961, Elliott Automation gave the department an Elliott 402 (the commercial
development ofthe,l0l) and this was used exclusively for the first part of GSP analyses, until
March 1965, when the machine was transferred to Watford Technical College. The success
of GSP suggested that a similar approach could be adopted for experiments and hence the

Frc. l. Numbers of routine analyses il! the Statistics Depanment, 193+1984.
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General Experiments Program (GEP), mgntioned above, which was intended to operate on
experiments in a similar way. This provided a basic programming language that was used
occasionally to program some of the more unusual analyses-it did, however, require a
precise knowledge of how to do the analysis.

Curve fitting, dislribution fittirg erd essay. Curve fitting, distribution fitting and assays
provide yet another example of the development from specialized to general programs. The
year 1957 saw programs for fitting the negative binomial distribution, exponential regres-
sion, the logistic curve and, in 1960, Chebychev polynomials. In 1956, programs for probit
analysis, using desk{alculator methods, and for fitting the probit plane were available. In
1958 a probit assay program was written, followed in 1959 by one for logit analysis and in
1962 by an improved program for probit analysis. By then it was realized that most of this
work was fundamentally a matter of minimizing a sum-of-squares or maximizing a likeli-
hood, so that general methods for function-optimization, developed by numerical analysts,
should cope. This approach was used in the general program for Estimation of Parameters in
Maximum Likelibood Equations (Ross), a precursor of the Maximum Likelihood Progam
(MLP), now the standard program for non-linear modelling.

Multivsriate mslysis. The story for multivariate analysis has similarities with the develop-
ments described above but also has some marked differences. A program for multiple
regression was, of course, developed early (by 1956, if not before). Most other multivariate
analyses were done using basic matrix subroutines. Thus, even in 1955, a program named
Latent Roots and Vectors (Slow) had been written for use with the apes'teeth project; a fast
version appeared in April 1956. Choleski triangulation appeared in March 1956, pivotal
condensation in April-both basic operations for matrix inversion and hence multiple
regression. Several other matrix subroutines were prepared and at the end of 1956 the
collection of some of these into a small matrix package, AUTOMAT (Healy), with a
primitive control language, represented an especially important development. AUTOMAT
was a subroutine package that allowed many of the classical multivariate analyses to be
concisely programmed.

Work on classification, in the sens€ of forming classes, was new and stimulated the
development of several inter-connecting programs (Gowerin 1961). Basically, one program
evaluated a similarity matrix for up to 128 taxa according to a general coeffcient of similarity
(Gower, 1971) and punched it out in coded form on to paper tape. This had to be done at
least twice to check for and hence eliminate punching enors. Funher programs read this
tape and operated on the similarity matrix to give hierarchical classifications, summaries etc.
Thus in multivariate analysis there were few special-purpose progams but methods were
provided for their easy construction.

The ,101 was switched off in July 1965 and the machine was taken to the Science Museum,
South Kensington.

AIter the ll()l

Much was learned from the work done on the ,101. Perhaps the main lesson was-'to survive,
unify'. The first steps towards unification had already been taken: GIED, The General
Survey Program, The General Experiments Program, AUTOMAT, Maximum Likelihood
Estimation by optimization, an integrated system of Classification Programs and an integr-
ated system of Multivariate Programs. Towards the end of the tife of the 401, serious thought
was given to how best to use the next computer, a Feranti (later ICT, later ICL) Orion
computer that was eventually delivered in October 1!)64, but did not become operational
until March 1965. Because all existing programs had perforce been written in the 401
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machine code, there was no question of transferring them to the newmachine. Yates (1965)
mntains a discussion that illustrates the thinking at that time.

The possibility of unifying our programs into a few general programs was actively punued.
There were several types of unification to be mnsidered. Firstly there was unifrcation of
special programs into more general programs. Our original progams had a variety of
different input conventions which only added to the initial chaos, later rectified, of the 401
having different input and output codes--dearly dala-presentation conventions needed to
be standardized. Finally, the increasing importance of storing data and computed results on
magnetic tape files that could be retrieved for funher analyses, also required standard
storage formats.

Unification of methodology directly implies unified general programs ; indeed the urge to
uni$ programs often stimulates the research needed to unify statistical methodology.
Examples are the unifications needed to provide a general framework for analysis of
variance algorithms (Nelder, 1965a, b and Wilkinson, 190), the concept of generalized
linear models (Nelder and Wedderbum, 1972) which contain many well-known models as

special cases and the unifying concept of distance in multivariate analysis (Gower, 1966).
Linking the concepts ofgeneral programs, standard input and output conventions, standard
ways of describing the structure of data and standard filing structures, points to the
desirability of having a unified control language.

We decided to have a single program for all non-linear model fitting and this was to be a
revised and enlarged development of the ,101 program which now became known as the
Maximum Likelihood Program (MLP, Ross). The classification work too was now to be
accommodated in a single program, the Classification Progam (CLASP, Ross) which
embraced everything that the separate 401 programs could do, plus an extended range of
clustering algorithms and other additions. Both MLP and CLASP were, and still are,
controlled by rather simple languages. Everything else was intended to be covered by a new
system, the Survey and Experiments Program (SEP, Gower and Simpson). SEP, described
below, proved too ambitious a project, so survey work was handled by a rewritten GSP,
while multivariate analysis was covered by matrix subroutines and some small packages, the
Multivariate Analysis Program (MAP, Anderson) and the Numerical Taxonomy Program
(NUT, Andenon). Experiments were catered for by a few fairly general programs, the main
ones being Sirnple Experiments (Healy),2'and 3'(Yates) and an important program for
General Factorial Designs (GENFAC, Yates), which extended the ideas developed for the
2' program on the 401 to cover a very wide range of factorial designs; all these programs
incorporated a rewritten and extended venion of GIED.

The Orion Computer was provided with a compiler for Extended Mercury Automde
(EMA), a language comparable, and in some ways superior, to early versions of Fonran.
Mercury Autocode was developed at Manchester University in about 1954 and the extended
version around 1962 but this was not available on the Rothamsted Orion until 1966. Thus
MLP, CLASP, and SEP were written in machine code. Because everyone was familiar with
machine-code programming this was no hardship, indeed it was regarded as an advantage
because computers remained slow and the importance of having efficient programs for
frequent general use could not be ignored. There was eventually a move towards EMA, in
the interest ofponability of programs, and most other programs used the language, but to no
avail as EMA di€d out.

Two important programs written for the 401 have not yet been mentioned. The fiIst was a
program written in 1957 to fit constants for main effects and interactions to multiway tables.
The program FITCON (Yates) was generalized in 1958 to fit quantal data (FITQUAN,
Yates). Both were rewritten ir EMA. FITQUAN was a forerunner of GLIM (see below)
and would now be described as analysing data in tabular form, using a generalized linear
model with the binomial distribution and a probit link-function.
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The Suney and Experiments hogram. Although the SEP project was abandoned after
two years'work, it nevenheless gave valuable experience and produced ideas of lasting
significance that have greatly affected suhequent developments. As Yates wrote in the
Annual Report for 1966 'It gives us useful experience on what is required in a general
statistical language for future machines'.

The Algol60 report was published when the 401 was reaching the end ofits life and plans
were being made for transfer to the Orion. Experience with GEP, GSP, and the matrix and
multivariate programs suggested that ourroutine work might be effectivelydone by forming
a subroutine package, i.e. a library of statistical subroutines that could be litrked together by
the user, using some appropriate language. Two major parts of any computer language are
how it handles operations and how it handles operands. Both Algol and Fortran have
powerful facilities for defining general operations-procedures in Algol and subroutines in
Fortran. However, both are decidedly weak in defining operands. They can handle single-
valued operands well, but have only very limited facilities for arrays ard other multi-valued
operands. This is a distinct disadvantage for statistical work, where a multitude of different
structures occur (marices of various forms, multi-way tables with or without margins,
hierarchical structures which may or may not have different kinds ofinformation at different
hierarchic levels, etc.). Statisticians are familiar with these structures and often think in
terms ofoperating on them as entities rather than operating on the single elements contained
within the structures. Another thing required of a statistical subroutine package was that
input, output and storage of all structures should be standardized. Accordingty SEP was
specified to have the following main features:

To analyse surveys, experiments and multivariate data etc.
An algebraic control language to be compiled and interpreted (in practice influenced
by Algot 60 and specified in Backus-Naur form). Conditional and unconditional jumps
were included.
To have a block structure and procedure facility to support a subroutine library.
To accept data-structures as operands (scalars, variates/factors, tables, matrices,
code-tables, etc.). The result ofoperations on elements of data-structures to be further
data-structures of the same set.
To accept elements of operands in several modes (real, integer, name, binary, code,
etc.).
To include multi-way table and matrix operations, with recognition of rectangular,
symmetric and diagona.l matrices.

7. Some special statistical and mathematical functions.
8. Excellent input/output facilities and filing of both data and programs. Thus data were

acceptable in a variety of free- and fixed-formats and all output was carefully presented
with proper headings and labelling.

9. The ability to operate on variates (suitable for experiments) and units (suitable for
surveys).

SEP was intended for three levels of user:

1. Those who would use a standard library of SEP procedures for routine statistical
analyses.

2. More expen users who would intersperse SEP-instructions between standard pro-
cedure calls.

3. The expert/research worker who would write:
(a) the standard statistical procedues for the library,
(b) special SEP programs for unusual analyses and research projects.

Cleady SEP was an:imbitious project. It failed because it was too ambitious for the
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resourc€s available (2% people for two years) and because when it reached a stage where it
was used for some statistical production it showed itself to be unacceptedly inefficient
(especially with respect to input) for the computers of the day. Furthermore, being in
machine code it would have had too limited a life to be worth continuing the effort. Frederick
P. Brooks, Jr, in his excellent book The myrhical man month mmments aptly on the
architects of computer systems:

'An architect's first work is apt to be spare and clean. He knows he doesn't know what he's
doing, so he does it carefully and with great restraint. . . . The second system is the most
dangerous a man ever designs. . . . The tendency is to over-design the second system
using all the ideas and frills that were cautiously side-tracked on the first one.'

SEP certainly had many of the characteristics of such a second system. One of its frills was to
operate on sets of tables all of which could be classified by different factors and contain
different margins, and different types of margin (totals, means, percentages). When
required margins did not exist, or did not contain values, or contained values of the wrong
kind, an impressive array ofdefault rules determined how to proceed. These rules were very
difficult to understand and worse, because they operated in default of any precise specifica-
tion, they could give inappropriate settings. This experience has prejudiced me against
alnost all default rules in statistical programs; iI the user does not know, and cannot be
bothered to specify, what he wants then it is asking for trouble to get a machine to make a
decision that the user may not realize could be wrong.

During this period John Nelder, then Head of Statistics at National Vegetable Research
Station (NVRS), Wellesboume, was a frequent visitor and user of the Orion at Rothamsted.
Because of the variety of ways that data were collected at NVRS he developed what was
termed a Three-Tier System for the Analysis of Experiments. The first tier consisted of a set
of programs to read in data and convert them into a standard form. The second tier, a
modification of GIED, operated on the $ored data. The third tier consisted of a set of
programs for analysis. Other programs in the series were concemed with the wdting to,
reading from and editing of magnetic tapes connected with the long-term storage of experi-
mental data and intermediate results. Thus there was a strong concern with standardized
conventions and filing formats.

In the period 1964-69 some 90 programs were written for the Orion program library.
Many more, of course, were written for special research projects tbat had only transitory
value and were not worth recording. Figure 1 shows a steady rise in the numbers of
experiments and variates analysed, reaching 6124 experiments and 50 373 variates in 1967.

Gcnstst

Yates retired in 1968 and Nelder was appointed Head ofthe Statistics Department. Interest
in computing was growing and Rees was appointed Head of a new Computer Department at
Rothamsted. The remitofthe Computer Depanment was to run the computer service and to
deal with non-statistical computing; responsibility for statistical computing remained with
the Statistics Department. Thought was already b€ing given to the replac€ment of the Orion
and hence what was to be done about our statistical programs, as it was clear that EMA
would cease to be available.

In 1966 Nelder spent a period in Adelaide, Australia working with G. N. Wilkinson at the
Waite Institute of the University of Adelaide and at the CSIRO Division of Mathematical
Statistics. While there he developed ideas for the concise specification of experimental
designs in terms oftheir separate block and treatment structures. These ideas stemmed from
two papers (Nelder, 1965a, b) thatunifed understanding ofdesign aad had repercussions on
analysis. Wilkinson developed a very general algorithm that operated on the design
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specification to give an analysis of variance which in a recunive form has great versatility. In
pracrice the algorithm yas programmed in a non-recursive form , which copes only with fust-
order balanc€ but which nevertheless handles a wide class of commonly occurring block
designs with confounding, fractional replication and error terms associated with multiple
strata. To this program was added a derived variate section, equivalent to GIED, but now
expressed in a Forhan-tike language. This was named Genstat (General Statistical Program)
and first appeared in May 1966. The introduction to the 1970 v€rsion of the user manual
indicates the scope of this Genstat:

'Genstat 4 is a computer program system for statistical analysis of observational (srlr) data,
developed initially at the WARI and CSIRO Division of Mathematical Statistics. The
system provides general facilities for analysis of variance, multiple regression and
covariance analysis, and for generating, operating on, storing and retrieving, listing and
tabulating data files'.

The relation of this program to the program Genstat developed at Rothamsted after
Nelder's arrival, has caused much rnisunder$andhg. Itwas certainly one ofthe coDtributory
strands but there were others, not least the work that had been done at Rothamsted over the
prectding ten years. Probably it is now impossible to disentangle the many thrcads but the
following is my understanding of the various influences on the design of Genstat.

l. In common with SEP, Genstat:

(i) Has an algebraic control language (now Fortran influenced) which is compiled into
an interpretative form.

(ii) Has a recognized set of similar data structures. The main addition is of Factors
(variates that can take only a few qualitative or quantitative values, usually coded as
integen). In SEP a factor was indicated as a special attribute of an ordinary yariate.

(iii) Has a matrix and table algebra (now much simplified).
(iv) Has similar input/output facilities giving great fl€xibility and good annotation of

prhted output.
(v) Has a macro facility. This is an alternative to the procedure facility planned for SEP

and was easily provided as a simple extension of the Genstat text-handling
operations.

2. Analysis of experiments came via the Adelaide Genstat:

(i) Using Wilkinson's analysis ofvariance algorithm, several times recoded and revised
(Wilkinson was at Rothamsted from 1970-75).

(ii) Using Nelder's structure-formulae for specifyhg treatment and block aspects of the
experimental design.

3. Multivariate analysis:

(i) For multiple regression, much influenced by Anderson's MAP program and irs
predec€sso$.

(ii) Statrdad multivariate directives for components analysis and canonical variates
analysis were also in the style of MAP.

(iii) The standard matrix-algebra facilities of the Genstat language , supplemented by the
multivadate directives, give a pnwerful language for writing multivariate macros, of
which some 30 are now in the Genstat macro library. This is essentially the sub-
routine package approach envisaged for SEP, which allows new statistical programs
to be written without extending the language itsetf.

(iv) The classffication directives are a direct transfer from CLASP.
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4. File handling:

Some ideas have come from the three-tier system, perhaps via Adelaide.
Others to do with the storage both of data and library programs were possibly
influenced by SEP.

(iii) Technical details have been heavily influenced by the methods used in Fortran.

Later major additions to Genstat were, in 197, Generalized Linear Models, through
GLIM, a project formally of the Royal Statisticd Society with which Rothamsted wirs much
involved (see below) and in 199, Time Series Analysis (Dr G. Tunnicliffe-Wilson, Univer-
sity of I-ancaster). In 1981 the optimizarion sections of MLP were incoq)orated into Genstat.

Initial development of Genstat at Rothamsted was much hampered by problems with the
computels. The programming language was to be Fortran, so the Orion Computer could not
be used and it was not until November 1q70 that the new ICL 4-70 was commissioned in the
Computer Department and this gave trouble for several months in 191. Thus development
had to be done remotely, initially through a bureau in l.ondon and then using a card-
reader/line-printer link with an IBM machine in the Edinburgh Regional Computing
Centre.

Early versions of Genstat were available in 191 but it was not until March 1972 thal lhe
system became generally available, after which it was quick.ty to become the standard
statistical mmputing language of the A(F)RS Institutes. The outstanding success of the
Genstat project owes much to John Nelder's leadership and to his many contributions. The
whole project was (and continues to be) overseen by a committee; Nelder was chairman until
his retirement in 19&1.

With the development of Genstat most of the Statisrics Department's computational
needs for routine analysis were accommodated and the Genstat language provides a power-
ful tool for programming research problems and for assembling a macrolibrary for statis-
tical computations of a less routine nature. Curently there are 43 programs in the maclo
library. Thus Genstat provides for the three levels of user mentioned above.

Major versions of Genstat are termed marks and minor changes are termed releases. This
gives a reference system in which Genstat 4.03 means release 3 of the mark4 version. The
1972 venion was Genstat 2 (with about nine intemal releases);July 1973 saw Genstat 3(.01)
with about two releases a year until venion 3.09 was written in 196 and released as 4.01 in
the following year. New releases of mark 4 were less frequent and the current official version
is 4.04, released in March 1983. Over the intewening years the accumulated effects of
revisions, additions and conections had produced a language with inconsistencies, so that
simple completely general rules for its syntax could not be specifed, with conesponding
problems in leaming that lead to a tendency for users to make errors. Acrordingly in 1983
work began on a major revision to define Genstat 5.01, with a completely consistent syntax.
Tbe facilities for gaphics are being made considerably more fleible by building on GKS,
the international standard for interfacing with the great variety of graphics terminals now on
the market . Also the program is being made fully interactive , which will greatly improve the
ease of exploratory data analysis. Work is already well advanced on Genstat 5.01, lYhich it is
planned to release in 1986.

Genstat soon acquired users outside the AFRS and now has 388 installations in 35
countries. This success has brought associated problems. To run on a wide range of compu-
ten (some 30 models) great attention must be paid to providing ponable program code. This
means that programming must be in standard versions of Forran with any sections that
mighr be machine-dependent being carefully flagged. Then there are the problems of
actually providing the different versions from the master{ode; this has been handled
through liaising with special implementors, often at university sites, and by providing a
special conversion program to s€lect appropriate vadants ofthe code. Thus at extemal sites,
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the releases mentioned above may occur months, or even years, after they have occurred at
Rothamsted, so that, inevitably, several different versions of Genstat onently coexist and
must be maintained. A scale of charges and suitable legal contracts have had to be worked
out. A back-up service has to be provided to handle queries and reports of real or imagined
errors. Sometimes users request special facilities, which have to be considered in the light of
their more general utility. A great deal of time has been taken up with providing good
documentation both for users and for implementors but much remains to be done (Alvey,
Galwey and I-ane, 1982; Nvey et a1.,1983). There is a continuing demand for courses on the
use of Genstat both ftom within the AFRS and from extemal use6. All this makes
considerable demands on the Depanment, which has been unable to use the revenues from
Genstat for its support and further development.

Some alleviation of this problem was made in 1979 when the Numerical Algorithms Group
(NAG), a non-profit making organization based in Oxford, agreed to take over distribution
both of Genstat and its documentation and also to act as a first line of defence for queries;
since 1985 NAG has also taken on the administration and coordination of most of the
implementations of the different releases for different machine ranges.

(Xher programs

Genstat caters for most of our needs but the language is not particularly well-suiled for
surveys because it has only primitive facilities for unit-by-unit oPeration. Thus RGSP
remains our main survey program; it has been much improved and is now fully portable (see

Yates (1949), fourth edition, 1981). Although many of the facilities of MLP, GLIM and
CLASP are now integrated with Genstat, the freestanding programs are rather more
efficient and offer a few extra facilities, and so remain in use. A further program GENKEY,
whose genesis lies around 1964, was developed in a fully operational form by R. W. Payne.
GENKEY catculates identification keys for groups of organisms and Prints them out in a
directly usable form. Thus this is a specialized Program but it has many potential uses; the
principal use so far has been to construct keys for 469 species ofyeast and to produce, via the
laser-printing service at Odord University, a finished book published by Cambridge Univer-
sity Press (see Bamett, Payne and Yarrow, 1983). A few programs produced elsewhele are
occasionally used and some research projects are most conveniently programmed in Fortran
or another language at a similar level.

The Generalized Linear Model project, which produced the first version of the program
GLIM in 193, occupied several members of the Depanment. It was officially a project of
the Royal Statistical Society's Working Party on Statistical Computing, with John Nelder as

Chairman. The program FITQUAN mentioned as being developed on the ,101 is a special
case of a generalized linear model (GLM). The special feature of a GLM is that the
observations are assumed to belong to a statistical distribution whose expected value can be
expressed as a /uncn'oz of a linear function of the parameten concerned. It has long been
known that the maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of such models can be

computed iteratively as if the problem were one of weighted least squares but with the
weights chatrging on each cycle ofiteration. In an important paper, Nelder and Wedderburn
(1972) unified the theory, especially for the exponential family of distributions which covers
most of the commonly occurring cases. The Working Pany set about programming this
approach with Nelder, Wedderburn and Rogers, and later, Baker, Payne and White all
making major contributions. The associated theory is described by McCullagh and Nelder
(1983). Since 1974 NAG has handled the marketing of GLIM.

These other programs, especially MLP and GENKEY, have developed over the same

period as Genstat and have generated similar administrative problems. In 1984 NAG took
on the distribution and convenion of MLP. In 1985, because of lack of resources, work at
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Rothamsted associated with the GLIM project was reduced to a residud level. Most
generalized linear model analyses are done using Genstat but it is anticipated that GLIM will
continue to be used.

From 1968 onwards the method for collecting annual statistics on routine iobs done on the
computer was changed from numbers of experiments and variates analysed, to numbers of
jobs successfully run and units of data submitted. The flrst method was based mainly on
experimental analys€s, while the latter method includes many other types of statistical jobs
of a routine nature. Thus the two s€ts of figures are not comparable. Nevertheless an attempt
has been made to include both in Fig. 1. Whether or not the peak shown for jobs run in 1970

and 191 is real, is hard to say. The new Computer Department took on some data
preparation and other A(F)RS institutes began to prepare their own data and submit their
lobs directly, which could account for a significant drop in the early 190s. The number of
unis analysed has fluctuated fairly witdly, but there is an overall upward tend reaching well
over two million units in the past three years; we have no figures for the AFRS as a whole.
The number of jobc also fluctuates but about a steady state of about 18m jobs. Hitherto all
data has been entered on keyboard-controlled equipment-frndy on a variety of PaPr-tape
machines, then punched cards and now on floppy discs. In all these methods, careful
procedures are required for checking that data has been entered correctly. Nowadays, data
may arrive on floppy discs or cassettes and there is a move (first noted in 1959) towards direct
entry from data-loggers or laboratory instruments. At first sight this would apPear to remove
the need for checking, but it is becoming clear that automated data too can be erroneous and
that methods must be devised to control their quality. This is panicularly important when
such data is'unseen by human eyes'so that even major discrepancies can pass unnoticed.
The checking of data quality is an unglamourous, but important, asPect of statistical
computing because the most penetmting statistical analysis using the latest comPuting
equipment is futile, or worse, if the data are of poor quality.

It is not only in numerical aspects of computing that the computer has been useful to
statisticians. Since 1947 the Department has been concerned with producing an annual 300

page publication of the Yields of the Field Experiments. Originally this was typed in its
entirety but we gradually mechanized the task, and since 1981 the text has been edited on a
word-processor (using the previous year's frles) inserting the numerical part into the text by
transferring frles produced by Genstat analyses. This has not only saved several weeks'work
but also gives a more ac{urate and better printed production.

Conclusion

The work begun in 1954 has progressed logically to provide a few general portable programs,
the most important ofwhich is Genstat, that handle both the research and routine statistical
calolations required by the AFRS. Because statistical principles are of general
applicability, the use of these progams is not confined to agricultural research but is also of
value to applied statisticians working in rnedicine, environmental science, in the social
sciences, psychology, industry, local govemment, etc. The guiding principle has be€n to
unify (i) the analysis-specification and data-description level and (ii) at the statistical level.
The first level of unification has implied a unified control language with good operand (data-
description) definitions and methods for operating on these operands. The operations may
be controlled by many parameters , some of an optional natwe , that should be specified in a
concise and simple manner. Unification at the statistical level has depended on statistical
research within the Statistics Department into generalized linear models, multivariate data-
analysis, analysis and design of experiments, estimation and optimization and into the
theory of diagnostic keys.

It has been amply demonstrated that the design of effective statistical computing systems
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requfues extensive statistical knowledge and research. Certainly Genstat could never have
been written without the considerable statistical experiencc and expertise available in the
Statistics Department. One has only to examine the appalling statistical packages produced
commercially for microcomputers, which can only have been written by non-statisticians, or
perhaps by very inexperienced statisticians. Fortunately microcomputers are increasing in
capacity and Genstat is akeady available on machines in the personal mmputer range.

In case readers get the wrong impression, I must emphasize that the staff resources
available for work on statistical software are meagre. The number of posts concerned
fluctuates enormously from year to year, depending on whether or not special effort is being
put into developments or whether it is maintenance that is mainly required. At peaks, up to
12 persons have been involved but all have substantial other commitments in statistical
consulting and research; an average number of posts is nearer four and a half.

Other groups of statisticians might have done things differently and indeed they have. In
the USA the Biomedical Programs BMD(P) package was developed at the University of
Califomia, I-os Angeles, the Statistical Programs for the Socia.l Scienc€s (SPSS) at the
Univenity of Chicago and the Statistical Analysis System (SAS) at the Biostatistics Depart-
ment of the University of North Carolina in Raleigh. AII these are now profitable commer-
cial enterprises. The system S developed at the Bell Telephone Laboratories, New Jersey,
(now AT&T Bell Laboratories) has profited ftom its relation to the UNIX system and is
oriented more exclusively to the exploratory data analyst and research statistician than also
to those who do more routine analyses. I believe that Genstat compares well with the best of
these, by providing better statistics, more flexibility and by using computing resources more
efficiently. We look forward to the next 30 years of statistical computing at Rothamsted.
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